SPRINT 3 PLANNING
Starting-ending data

Friday 03/11/2017 - Friday 10/11/2017

Estimated Working hours
Josip

Ivan

Ante

Marzia

Mariano

Giulia

Alessandro

15-20

15-20

15-20

20

20

20

20-25

Planned tasks
Assigned to

Task

Estimated hours*

Documents
All

Complete design document

5

All

Complete requirements document

5

Configuration of cloud environment
AC

Set up CI/CD environment and basic dockerfiles and
docker compose

5

Public pages
AB, MD, GL

Adapt the selected template to our needs

3

Registration of both participant and organizers
AB, MD, GL

Create registration page

5

AC, IK, JM, ME

Handle registration in backend

5

All

Integrate social media registration

6

Login of users

AB, MD, GL

Create login page

4

AC, IK, JM, ME

Handle login and authorization in general in backend

7

Event creation and management
AB, MD, GL

Create dashboard for event organizer

4

AC, IV, JM, ME

Handle CRUD operations on events in backend

10

AB, MD, GL

Create pages for CRUD operation on events

5

Guest can see list of the events
AB, MD, GL

Create page for showing list of events

3

Participant can see list of events
AB, MD, GL

Create dashboard for participant

5

*If a task is assigned to more than one person, the hours are for each person.

Sprint Goal
Start implementing first features such as:
● Public pages such as home page, about us and contact.
● Registration for both participants and event organizers.
● Login for both participants and event organizers.
● Some CRUD operations for event organizers. (This task will be most likely completed at
the beginning of the 4th sprint)
● A simple dashboard for participants.
● A simple public page for events list.
Achieving this goal will set a very good foundation to the project and we’ll help in understanding
the best practices in collaboration and integration.

